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SUMMARY
Understanding the genesis, growth and rupture of cerebral 
aneurysms (CA) requires data and models across multiple 
scales, from the aneurysm level to cellular and molecular 
levels. However, major difficulties arise when integrating 
models that describe CA behaviors at different spatial and 
temporal scales. The aim of this project was to explore a 
strategy that links these models. First we developed a 
computational pipeline that is able to derive the morphological 
features from medical images and calculate 3D flow data such 
as the wall shear stress (WSS) at the aneurysmal level. The 
WSS, which is one of the major mechanical stimuli for nitric 
oxide (NO) production for vascular tone regulation, is then 
coupled to cell-level models such as those of endothelial cells 
(EC) of the aneurysmal wall. The signaling pathway response 
of ECs is modeled by plugging the stress-sensitive channels 
(calcium ion channel, etc) into reusable CellML components.
We illustrate this strategy by using an anterior cerebral artery 
aneurysm.

INTRODUCTION
The genesis, growth and accidental rupture of CAs are 
associated with multiple factors e.g., wall shear stress (WSS) 
acting on vessel wall, weakening of the wall due to apoptsis of 
smooth muscle cells (SMC) in the media, vascular tone 
regulation via the signaling of endothelial cells, to name a few.
These factors interact across different temporal scales: from 
seconds i.e. the timescale of heart beats to minutes or even
years of aneurysm formation. And, these mechanisms are 
strongly associated with geometric features such as the aspect 
ratio which varies with different patients. Therefore, 
understanding the interplay between these factors requires 
connecting data and models across multiple scales, spatially 
and temporally (Ho et al, 2010).

Although many mathematical models have been proposed for 
various aspects of CAs, most studies focus on a specific 
spatial scale at a time. For example, one may simulate the 
deformation of an aneurysm using a complex fluid-structure-
interaction framework, or he/she may investigate the 
intracellular signaling pathways associated with flow shear. 
However, seldom are the analyses at different scales 
combined, from organ (aneurysm) level, to tissue, cell and 
molecular levels to form a whole picture of the formation of 
CAs.

The purpose of this work is to explore a strategy that links the 
models of different scales. We also introduce the tools and 
software used for this objective.

METHODS
Over the last several decades, computational methods have 
been well established to analyze the intra-aneurysm flow and 
the stress/strain of the wall. For example, a multidimensional 
approach (from 0D to 1D and 3D models) is proposed to 
achieve both model accuracy at the region of interest using 
higher dimensional models, and computational efficiency in 
the rest of the tree using lower dimensional models (Blanco et 
al. 2010). The resulted WSS and blood pressure data are then 
supplied as boundary conditions to finite element models of 
the nonlinearly elastic wall.  Furthermore, these models may
handle patient-specific vascular structures, i.e., aneurysms
digitized from medical scanning images (CTA or MRA).

At cell and sub-cellular levels, however, the tools, data 
formats are still to be ‘standardized’ to facilitate data exchange
and multidisciplinary collaboration. Indeed, although new 
intracellular pathways are being reported in literature but the 
dialog between these mechanisms is poor. With so many 
pathways and the desire to add new pathways and interactions 
as they are discovered, we need a flexible modeling platform
and methodology. One such approach is suggested by Cooling 
et al. (2010) that employs a ‘virtual biological parts’ method
to systems biology research. First biological entities 
(moieties/species), then processes (reactions) are abstracted 
into components. Then a model (e.g., synthesis of NO from 
eNOS) may be generated by using these components from 
library/repository. This process is facilitated by using CellML, 
an open standard based on the XML markup language, to 
define modular, reusable models of components of existing 
systems for flexible reuse in larger models. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As an illustrative example, Figures 1 shows an anterior 
cerebral communicating artery (ACoA) aneurysm revealed 
from a CTA scan (Fig 1a). The surface of the aneurysm was 
digitized from the images, based on which a computational 
grid (Voronoi mesh) is generated (Fig 1b).  Using a flow 
solver FreeALE (Were 1998) the governing flow equations 
were solved numerically. The CFD analysis reveals a complex
flow pattern in the aneurysm (Fig 1c), and also indicates that a
lower WSS occurs at the aneurismal dome and a higher WSS 



at the neck (Fig 1d). Questions arise concerning whether these 
data can be linked to microscale models (e.g., signaling 
pathways) so as to predict the growth of the aneurysm. 

One such mechanism is shown in Figure 2: the stress-sensitive 
Ca2+ channels (from Comerford et al. 2008) influence the 
Calcium pool, which in turn activates Calmodulin (CaM).  
CaM regulates eNOS and hence the production of NO, the 
major vasodilator that regulates the vascular tone. 

Figure 1:  CFD analysis for an ACoA aneurysm: (a) the 
aneurysm indicated by an arrow in CTA image; (b) Voronoi 
mesh; (c) intra-aneurysmal flow streamline; (d) WSS 
distribution.

Note that the reaction models are reused from the component 
repository, as introduced above. And, this model of NO 
production is achieved via multiscale – linkage from tissue to 
signaling. Such a methodology has numerous other 
applications such as:

 Intracellular scale: incorporation of additional 
pathways as previously identified

 Multicellular scale: Endothelial cells communicate 
with SMCs, and also possible interactions with 
fibroblasts

 Tissue level scale: ECM regulation by secretion of 
regulators from the above cell types, affecting the 
tissue-level vascular remodeling. 

Figure 2: Schematic of the prototype model signaling 
pathway activated on shear stress via increased calcium influx. 
Calcium binds to calmodulin (CaM) which in turn influences 
the L-Arginine binding reactions of eNOS and the production 
of NO.

CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a strategy for multiscale modeling and presented 
some preliminary results. The flow data derived from 
biomechanic analysis of macroscales are used as boundary 
conditions for microscale models, which are generated by 
employing reusable CellML components.
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